
Chandra HRC-S Degapping CorretionsVinay L. Kashyap, Jeremy J. Drake, and Sun Mi ChungCXC/SAO, 60 Garden St., MS-83, Cambridge, MA, USAABSTRACTThe HRC-S is a mirohannel plate detetor on board Chandra and is primarily used for spetrosopiobservations with the Low Energy Transmission Grating Spetrometer (LETGS) in plae. Photons are detetedvia signals read out from evenly spaed wires underneath the plates and positions are omputed by entroidingaround the strongest ampli�er signals. This proess leads to gaps in between the taps where no events are plaed.A deterministi orretion is then made during ground proessing to these event loations to remove the gaps.We have now developed a new, empirial degap orretions from ight data. We desribe the proedure we use,present omparisons between the new degap and lab-data based degap, and investigate the temporal stability ofthe degap orretions.Keywords: Chandra, HRC-S, LETG, degapping, dispersion, ontinuum soures1. INTRODUCTIONThe Chandra X-ray Observatory1 is a high-resolution imaging telesope in an eentri, deep-spae orbit. One ofthe instruments on board is the High Resolution Camera (HRC; a set of multi-hannel plate detetors, MCPs)2that use a rossed grid harge detetor3 to register the loations of X-ray events to a preision of � 6:43�m, or0:13200. The HRC has an intrinsi spetral resolution of �EE � 1 at 1 keV, but when used in onjuntion withthe Low Energy Transmission Grating Spetrometer (LETGS), a resolution of 0.05�A FWHM, orresponding toa spread over � 8 pixels, an be ahieved. The performane of the LETGS is strongly tied to the auray ofthe position determination of the photons. Here we onsider the e�ets of a primary harateristi of the HRCposition determination algorithm that diretly a�ets its auray and onsequently the wavelength registrationof grating data.The LETGS is primarily used in onjuntion with the spetrosopi array, the HRC-S.4 The HRC-S onsistsof 3 MCPs, with 1513 wires along the dispersion diretion (the V -axis) and 121 wires along the ross-dispersiondiretion (the U -axis) with a wire pith of 0.2057 mm. An ampli�er taps into this rossed grid at every eighthwire, with the result that there are 190 and 16 \taps" along the V and U axes respetively. The harge loudgenerated by an inoming photon at the base of the MCP is read out by these ampli�ers, and the position of theevent is determined using the so-alled \three-tap algorithm".3 The tap with the strongest signal is designatedas the site of the event, and the position is further re�ned by ombining the signal from this ampli�er, say Ai,with those from the adjaent taps to determine the �ne positionfp = Ai+1 �Ai�1Ai+1 +Ai +Ai+1 : (1)However, beause harge in taps beyond the nearest ones is unolleted, this results in gaps near the edge ofthe taps where there will be a de�it of events (see top left plots of Figure 1). Note that unlike telesopevignetting, pileup, or Quantum EÆieny (QE), this is not lossy (i.e., the photons are not lost; they are simplymispositioned) and an be deterministially orreted with a suitably onstruted degapping algorithm.5Further author information: (Send orrespondene to V.L.K.)V.L.K.: E-mail: vkashyap�fa.harvard.edu, Telephone: +1 617 495 7173Copyright 2004 Soiety of Photo-Optial Instrumentation Engineers.This paper was published in UV and Gamma-Ray Spae Telesope Systems, G. Hasinger, and Martin J.L. Turner, Editors,Proeedings of the SPIE Vol. 5488, pp. 115-123 (2004), and is made available as an eletroni reprint with permission ofSPIE. One print or eletroni opy may be made for personal use only. Systemati or multiple reprodution, distributionto multiple loations via eletroni or other means, dupliation of any material in this paper for a fee or for ommerialpurposes, or modi�ation of the ontent of the paper are prohibited.



The degapping algorithm urrently used for Chandra data analysis (the \CALDB degap") was derived by�tting symmetri 5th-order polynomials around tap enter, to lab data.6 This algorithm still has some defets,suh as a 1-pixel drop-o� between taps, invalid orretions due to the assumed symmetry of the degapping,et. These errors have been suspeted to be the ause of the observed non-linearities in the LETGS+HRC-Sdispersion relation.7 Here we seek to verify the CALDB degap using on-orbit data, and update the degappingoeÆients for V taps to assist in the LETGS wavelength alibration. We have developed a new approah tothe problem that relies on making empirial orretions. We list the datasets used for this analysis in x2, andbriey desribe the data redution, extration, and the derivation of the empirial degapping parameters in x3.The results are desribed in x4 and summarized in x5.2. DATAWe have hosen a number of ontinuum soures whih were observed with the HRC-S+LETG to determine thedegapping parameters along the dispersion axis of the instrument. The datasets hosen (see Table 1) inludeboth soures that were observed expressly for alibration purposes (e.g., PKS2155-304, HZ 43, Sirius B) as wellas GO (e.g., Mkn 421, RXJ 1856) and DDT observations (RXJ 1856), and over the entire timeline of Chandra'soperation from 1999 till 2003. This last fator allows us to explore the time dependeny of degapping orretions.We oadd data from PKS2155-304, HZ 43, Mkn 421, and SiriusB in our derivation of degapping parameters.Table 1. Observation ID numbers of datasets usedSoure 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003PKS 2155-304 331 1704 1013,3166 3709 ...HZ 43 59,1170 ... 1011,1012 2584,2585 3676Mkn 421 ... ... ... ... 4149RXJ 1856.5-3754 ... 113 3380,3381,3382 ... ...Sirius B 1421,1452,1459 ... ... ... ...3. ANALYSISThe HRC-S poses some unique pratial diÆulties in the determination of degapping solutions using on-orbitdata. Due to an unorretable error in the onboard eletronis, the antioinidene ounter has been turnedine�etive, and the telemetered data ontain a large number of partile events, whih strongly a�ets the patternof the ampli�er signals, and adversely a�ets the degapping solution. These bakground events are redued,but never entirely eliminated, using various �ltering steps during analysis. Therefore, degapping solutions arestrongly tied to the �ltering applied to the data.� Further, the analysis naturally depends on photons dispersedby the LETGS, whose numbers depend on the shape of the soure spetrum and the telesope e�etive area, andhene there are less data available on the outer plates. Note that it is imperative that the true distribution ofthe photons aross a tap be known exatly, or else the degap solution will be subjet to large systemati errors.Hene we limit our analysis to ontinuum soures, whih minimize large deviations within a tap.3.1. Redution and ExtrationIn all ases, we begin with the so-alled Level 1 event �les, whih lists the ampli�er signals in three adjaent tapsfor eah event, along eah axis. The �ne positions are omputed as in Eqn. 1, inluding other orretions suhas the tap-ringing orretion5 and the ampli�er sale orretions.9The pipeline derived SKY oordinates are then used to �lter the data to extrat events along the dispersionaxis. The dispersion axis is determined using previously degapped and aspet-orreted data. Events falling�For instane, the CALDB degap is derived from data whih has been �ltered with the so-alled H-test,8 while ightdata from HRC-S are not.



within this region are inluded as soure photons. This ensures that we extrat the relevant photons in a narrowstrip and thus minimize the ontribution of the bakground events. The bakground events are further reduedby status-bit �ltering whih aounts for various instrument-based diagnostis, and by removing all events withPI = 255. We estimate that at the end of this proess, the ontribution of the bakground events is � 10%.The remaining events are then binned into a spetrum, and then the aspet solution is used to undither it to thespetrum as it would be seen in detetor oordinates. The raw event distributions in eah tap are then requiredto math this spetral shape. This has the advantage that the gross shape of the photon distribution aross thetaps is properly aounted for, though small-sale irregularities in the QE are not. An example of the atualevent distribution and the model are shown in the top left plots of Figure 1.3.2. Degapping ProedureIf the expeted distribution of the degapped data over a tap is at, then the observed distribution of �ne positionsan be attened (and onsequently degapped) by sorting the events by urrent loation, and then moving theith event to the loation fempp = iN � 0:5 relative to the enter of the tap, where N is the total number of events.Suh a transformation would result in a histogram of events that is exatly at. Hene, the degapping orretionwould be Æpix = fempp � fp : (2)That is, if photons at �ne position fp are moved by a distane Æpix, the distribution of events aross the tap willbeome identially at. When the expeted distribution is not at, the degapping orretion an be alulated ina spae where the model shape has been transformed to be at. This is equivalent to omputing fempp = F (i)�0:5,where F (i) is the umulative representation of the model shape, suh that F (0) = 0 and F (N) = 1.Note that the exat solution as derived above is de�ned for the loation of all the photons, and inherentlyinludes the e�ets of statistial errors in the data. We summarize this solution by averaging the derived Æpixover small (1-pixel) ranges of fp. This is then used to orret the event loations in other observations that utilizethe HRC-S (e.g., in studies of non-linearities in the dispersion relation10). We have also �t 5th-order polynomialsto the exat solution in order to failitate its inorporation into the Chandra alibration database in the future.An example of the degapping solution Æpix is illustrated in the top right plots of Figure 1, as derived from thedata shown at top left of the same �gure. Applying the degap orretion results in the events being redistributedaross the tap with no gaps left in between (see bottom left plots of Figure 1). The empirial degap solutiondi�ers signi�antly from the CALDB solution (see bottom right plots of Figure 1).3.3. LimitationsAs alluded to above, the empirial degapping solution derived here is dependent on a number of fators. Theseinlude the �ltering steps used to redue the bakground, the seletion of a suitable ontinuum soure, and propermodeling of the ounts distribution aross a tap.Note that bakground annot be subtrated out, nor an the bakground events be perfetly identi�ed andeliminated from the analysis. We have applied stringent �lters to the data to redue the amount of bakgroundontamination to on average � 10%, to about 20 ounts in eah bin. The ontamination is higher at the extremeends of the detetor where there are fewer soure ounts in general. Thus, the degap solutions are most reliablein the enter hip. E�orts to improve the �ltering and to derease the bakground in other ways are ongoing.Further, when the ounts distribution model shape hanges steeply (e.g., at the 0th-order, at plate gaps, orat detetor edges), the degap solution may be subjet to systemati errors whose magnitude depends on theauray of the modeling, i.e., the auray of the aspet solution. These systemati errors usually lead to largedeviations in the degap solutions whih an be easily identi�ed. Also, the solutions do not take into aountsmall-sale variations in QE aross a tap whih may be inadvertently smoothed out. In other words, the empirialdegap solution is only as good as the model.We also assume that the order of the events as a funtion of �ne position remains unhanged after applyingthe degapping orretion, and that all events are a�eted. While these are reasonable assumptions, their validityhas not been established.



Figure 1. TOP LEFT: Raw ounts distribution aross a tap, illustrating the gap between taps. The light solid lineis the expeted distribution of the ounts, based on the observed spetrum. Two sets of adjaent taps are shown: theset on the left spans the C edge along the +ve dispersion and shows the need for proper modeling of the spetrum; theset on the right is near � �25�A, and is ostensibly better behaved, i.e., atter, but note the salloping at the left edge.TOP RIGHT: Position shifts required to �ll out the gaps between taps. The empirially determined orretion is shownas the thin line. Also shown, o�set for larity, are the urrent CALDB implementation of the degap orretion (pluses;shifted upwards), and a 5th-order polynomial �t to the empirial solution (diamonds; shifted downwards). Note the largedi�erene between the CALDB and empirial solutions for tap 112. BOTTOM LEFT: As in the plots at top left, butfor degapped data in tiled detetor oordinates. The data are shown for orretions made with di�erent methods, ando�set from the exat solution (thik light solid line) for larity. The CALDB solution (shifted downwards) still showsa residual 1-pixel gap, whih has been eliminated in the empirial polynomial solution (5th-order polynomial �t to theexat solution; shifted upwards). BOTTOM RIGHT: The orretion to the CALDB degap. The di�erene betweenthe position shifts derived from the CALDB degap and the empirial solution are shown for the same taps as above. Thesmooth line represents the di�erenes between the CALDB degap and the 5th-order polynomial �t to the empirial degap.Note that the empirial degap removes the salloping at the left edge of tap 112, while the polynomial �t does not.Finally, we have explored the temporal stability of the degap solutions (see x4.2 below), and �nd somesigni�ant hanges in the required orretions over the years. Suh hanges must be better haraterized, andinorporated, in the degap solution.



4. RESULTS4.1. Empirial DegapThe empirial degapping orretion to the CALDB degap is shown in Figure 2, whih shows the orretionsfor all 3 MCPs. The values shown must be added to the pixel position shifts derived with the CALDB degapto obtain the orret degap shifts. Note the reurring pattern in the orretions, where taps orresponding tosimilar loations on the MCPs all show similar behavior (e.g., ompare the regions around taps 48, 112, and 175in Chips 1, 2, and 3 respetively). This behavior was previously identi�ed in an analysis of tap ampli�er signalsof ight data,11 and has now been on�rmed with the empirial degap solution.In order to summarize the magnitude of the orretion for eah tap, we onsider the mean absolute di�erenesbetween the CALDB and empirial degap solutions in Figure 3. Note the large errors at hip gaps and at the0th-order loations; improved modeling for these regions is in progress. In general, the average orretion is � 2pix (the vertial bars), but in ertain loations within the tap, the orretion may be as large as 6� 8 pix.The CALDB degap is alulated assuming that the orretions are symmetri around tap enter, and that theorretion at tap enter is zero. Our measurements however show that both assumptions are invalid at almostall taps, with the zero-point (i.e., that position along the tap whih requires no degapping orretion at all)being many tens of pixels away from tap enter. There is no disernible pattern to these shifts in the zero-point;hanges in the zero-point towards both positive and negative fp are seen (see Figure 3).To demonstrate that the empirial degapping solution works, we have applied it to a line soure, Capella.In Figure 4, we show the region of the spetrum orresponding to the FeXVII line, with degapping orretionsapplied using the CALDB degap and the empirial degap. It is lear that the empirial degap aligns the photonsbetter than the CALDB degap, though there are residual deviations that are still unexplained.4.2. Temporal VariationsAs pointed out in x2 and Table 1, we have suÆient temporal overage with our hosen datasets to explorethe possible time dependeny of the degapping solution. That is, we an onstrut a degapping solution foreah year of Chandra's operation and ompare them with eah other to determine whether they have remainedstable. However, breaking the full oadded data into yearly groups means that the statistial error on the degapsolutions inreases for eah group. The redued number of ounts also inreases the propensity for systematierrors, sine a Poisson utuation in one bin an be a signi�ant fration of the ounts in that bin, and therebyauses nonlinear horizontal shifts in the run of Æpix. We estimate the magnitude of these systemati errors byomparing observed ounts in a bin to the statistial error in adjaent bins, and adopting their inverse ratio asan estimate of the magnitude of the systemati error.The mean absolute yearly hange in the degap orretion is shown in Figure 5 as vertial bars. In order toestimate the signi�ane of these quantities, we derive a variability index in the form of a �2 estimate by takingthe square of the ratio of the yearly di�erenes and the square-added errors. This index is shown in Figure 5as a histogram for all of the taps. Taps where it exeeds 4 are unstable. In order to be onservative, we havehosen the maximum systemati error in eah tap as being representative of the systemati error in that tap.We note that eah hip has a few taps whih show an yearly hange that is inonsistent with expeted statistialutuations. A thorough analysis of the error budget is still in progress and more taps may be agged as unstablein the future. 5. SUMMARYUsing LETGS+HRC-S data, we have onstruted new degapping orretions for the HRC-S detetor for tapsalong the dispersion axis. We ompute the position shifts to the raw positions that are neessary to remove thegaps between the taps and ompare these to the degapping solution derived from lab data. We �nd signi�antdi�erenes between the two, onsistent with reent independent �ndings of ampli�er mismathes in the HRC-Sand non-linearities in the LETGS dispersion relation. In general, the di�erenes are of suÆient magnitude toaount for the non-linearities in the dispersion relation, but in pratie do not fully explain these non-linearities.We also estimate the temporal stability of the degap solution, and �nd that ertain regions of the detetor areprone to large hanges over timesales of years.



Figure 2. Empirial orretion to the CALDB degapping solution for all taps along the dispersion axis, for HRC-S1 (toppanel), HRC-S2 (middle panel), and HRC-S3 (bottom panel). The di�erene in pixel shifts between the empirial andCALDB solutions are plotted. A pixel overs 6:43 �m, or 0.0067 �A on the dispersion sale; for ontext, the line responsefuntion has a FWHM of 0.05�A, or � 8 pixels. Also shown in the lower part of eah panel is the spetrum used todetermine the true distribution of ounts over a tap (solid light line); this is o�set and resaled to arbitrary linear unitsfor purposes of illustration. Note the large spikes orresponding to the loations of the zeroth orders of the oadded data.The approximate wavelength sale for a nominal pointing is shown along the top of eah plot.



Figure 3. A tap-wise summary of the magnitude of the orretions. The maximum positional shift di�erene betweenthe CALDB and the empirial degapping solutions are shown as the solid histogram, and estimates of the mean absolutedi�erenes are shown as vertial bars, the sizes of whih represent the standard deviations in the absolute di�erenes.The CALDB solution assumes that the degap orretion at the middle of the tap is zero; the empirial solution does notmake that assumption, and taps where the zero-point is shifted to the right are displayed with dashed vertial bars, andthose where the zero-point is shifted to the left are displayed with solid vertial bars.
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Figure 5. Temporal stability of the degapping solutions for the 3 hips (top: HRC-S1; middle: HRC-S2; bottom: HRC-S3). For eah tap along the dispersion axis, �2-like index, the square of the ratio of the mean hange per year to theerror is alulated, and plotted as the solid histogram. The errors inlude both statistial and systemati omponents,the latter whih are onservatively overestimated. Values of the variability index that lie above the dotted line indiatetaps with unstable solutions. Also shown as vertial bars are the mean absolute yearly hange in the degap positionalorretion for eah tap (sale on right hand side).
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